
HEIGHT  14.96 hands        152                cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 74.41 inches      189                 cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.28 inches     18.5                  cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 7 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed No comment

/10

Head 7
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Nice neck.  Bit more expressive; eye a little more "out".

/10

Neck 7 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Little more arched, Little longer, Good connected

/10

Body 8
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Nice shoulder good angle Nice topline & proportion

                   Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 

NAME OF HORSE:  WineGlass Vixen                     PShR-05-1021                                Tag # 1

            2013 INSPECTION           

Geneseo, IL                     April  6-7, 2013

SHAGYA-ARABIAN STALLIONS or MARES

Nice shoulder, good angle.  Nice topline & proportion.
/10

Legs 6.50
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Cannon could be stronger.  Angle slightly behind the knees.  Hooves correct.

/10 Joints well built/strong.  Could be more pronounced hocks.

Walk 6.50 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Not over reaching enough.   Regular, not covering enough ground.  

/10 Front hooves turned inside.

Trot 7
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Good activity on hind quarter; front a little more extended.

/10

Canter 7
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Fairly good canter; good engagement of hind quarters; enough flexion;

/10 well balanced.

Total 56 80 points maximum

Average 7 Total points divided by 8.

APPROVED FOR SHAGYA-ARABIAN BREEDING ONCE ALL TEST ARE COMPLETE:  YES_X_   NO___

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  15.06 hands      153             cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 73.23 inches       186            cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.32 inches    18.6                 cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 7 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed No Comment

/10

Head 8
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Nice, expressive.

/10

Neck 7 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Could be little longer; needs more expressive poll; needs more arch.

/10

Body 7.50
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Good proportions; developed; deep back Croup need a little higher

                   Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 

NAME OF HORSE:  2-US Gazal I                             PShR-08-1008              Tag #2

            2013 INSPECTION           

Geneseo, IL                     April  6-7, 2013

SHAGYA-ARABIAN STALLIONS or MARES

Good proportions; developed; deep back.  Croup - need a little higher.
/10

Legs 7.00
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Bit too straight.

/10

Walk 6.50 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Good hind quarter; front too close.

/10

Trot 6.50
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Trot better than walk.  Needs more development. Little short

/10

Canter 6.50
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Changing leads, needs more development with warming up and relaxation.  Little short.

/10 Needs more engaging from rear - better.  Needs little more activity of knees
Not so expressive

Total 56 80 points maximum

Average 7 Total points divided by 8.

APPROVED FOR SHAGYA-ARABIAN BREEDING ONCE ALL TEST ARE COMPLETE:  YES_X_   NO___

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  15.06 hands       153           cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 68.11 inches     173             cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   6.97 inches     17.7              cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 7 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed No Comment

/10

Head 7
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Good; little more expressive eye.

/10

Neck 7 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Could be longer; good; little better developed poll & arch; good connection

/10 to chest.

Body 6.00
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Good developed shoulder & withers; too deep in the chest; downhill loin a little bit

                   Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 

NAME OF HORSE:   Lily Creek Believer's Journey                PShR-09-1038            Tag# 4

            2013 INSPECTION           

Geneseo, IL                     April  6-7, 2013

SHAGYA-ARABIAN STALLIONS or MARES

Good developed shoulder & withers; too deep in the chest; downhill loin, a little bit
/10 long; not as well connected to hindquarters.  Could be better developed hindquarters.

Legs 7.00
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Correct, well enough joints; good cannon, little turned-in in front.  Good hooves.

/10

Walk 8.00 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Good reach.  Good covering ground - good freedom.

/10

Trot 7.50
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Not enough extension - not enough engagement.  A little flat; back is not working 

/10 enough.

Canter 7
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Needs to free up movement.   Could be a little freer.

/10

Total 56.50 80 points maximum

Average 7.06 Total points divided by 8.

APPROVED FOR SHAGYA-ARABIAN BREEDING ONCE ALL TEST ARE COMPLETE:  YES_X_   NO___

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  14.96 hands      152          cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 72.05 inches    183              cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.24 inches     18.4              cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 7.50 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed Nice Arabian.  Little small.

/10

Head 7.50
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Eye - little more expressive

/10

Neck 7 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Good proportion; still developing; position a little low.

/10

Body 8.00
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Good proportions; good topline Good depth

                   Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 

NAME OF HORSE:  RAL Mirbat Mystic             PShR-10-1045          Tag # 5

            2013 INSPECTION           

Geneseo, IL                     April  6-7, 2013

SHAGYA-ARABIAN STALLIONS or MARES

Good proportions; good topline.   Good depth.
/10

Legs 7.50
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Well developed joints; correct legs.   Cannons too fine - could be stronger.

/10 All correct.

Walk 7.50 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Good; good covering ground; slight toe in.

/10

Trot 7.00
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Little wing-in.   Needs more knee action.   Good behind.

/10

Canter 6.50
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Not enough activity of joints.  Still - not enough engagement of hind & back

/10 activity.

Total 58.50 80 points maximum

Average 7.31 Total points divided by 8.

APPROVED FOR SHAGYA-ARABIAN BREEDING ONCE ALL TEST ARE COMPLETE:  YES_X_   NO___

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  15.06 hands        153            cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 72.44 inches       184          cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.28 inches       18.5           cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 8.00 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed Upper/topline could be better.  Good mover, nice gaits.

/10

Head 8.50
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Very expressive head.  Long ears.   Eye good.

/10

Neck 7 5/10 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Good poll; arch - could have more expression. *made better with free trot  

/10 Could be more developed.

Body 7.00
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Chest too high Loin little long deep Well developed hind Back a little deep

                   Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 

NAME OF HORSE:  WineGlass Dora             PShR-06-1004             Tag # 6

            2013 INSPECTION           

Geneseo, IL                     April  6-7, 2013

SHAGYA-ARABIAN STALLIONS or MARES

Chest too high.  Loin - little long, deep.   Well developed hind.   Back a little deep.
/10 Withers pronounced - better if a little less.

Legs 7.50
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Slight toe-in.

/10

Walk 8.50 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Very good behind - good cover.  Good rhythm, using back.  Very good.

/10 Little toe-in.

Trot 8.50
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Much more soft when free - neck better.  Charming mare.

/10 Action, rhythm, cadence.

Canter 7.50
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Nervous & stiff. Will develop more - relax.  Uphill.  Needs more reach with front.

/10

Total 63.00 80 points maximum

Average 7.88 Total points divided by 8.

APPROVED FOR SHAGYA-ARABIAN BREEDING ONCE ALL TEST ARE COMPLETE:  YES_X_   NO___

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  16.44 hands      167             cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 79.53 inches    200               cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.87 inches     20.00             cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 8.00 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed Pretty

/10

Head 7.50
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Could be more expressive; though nice.

/10

Neck 7 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Well arched & well built; could be longer.

/10

Body 8.00
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Well developed chest; shoulder a little too straight; well pronounced withers; good

                   Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 

NAME OF HORSE:     H. WineGlass Gideon           PShR-08-3003             Tag #  11

            2013 INSPECTION           

Geneseo, IL                     April  6-7, 2013

SHAGYA SPORTHORSES

Well developed chest; shoulder - a little too straight; well pronounced withers; good 
/10 topline; could have more fluid connection to croup

Legs 8.00
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Nice - strong; nicely developed joints; good cannon.

/10

Walk 7.50 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Could cover ground more; correct movement; not enough overstriding.

/10

Trot 8.00
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Nice - well balanced, covering ground.  Hurried a little; front legs - not as expressive, a 

/10 little short.

Canter 7.00
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Nice engagement of hind quarters and forehand.  Cross-cantering.  Covering good

/10 ground.   Little stiff in front.

Total 61.00 80 points maximum

Average 7.63 Total points divided by 8.

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  15.75 hands       160          cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 74.02 inches      188              cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.72 inches      19.6            cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 8.50 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed Very expressive.

/10

Head 9.00
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Good eye.  Little long - mare.

/10

Neck 8.5 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Well arched, good connection to chest; long enough.

/10

Body 8
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Back a little long well developed chest & hindquarter

                   Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 

NAME OF HORSE:     H. WineGlass Grace               PShR-09-3008            Tag #  12

            2013 INSPECTION           

Geneseo, IL                     April  6-7, 2013

SHAGYA SPORTHORSES

Back a little long, well developed chest & hindquarter.
/10

Legs 8.00
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Very good, strong joints, well developed.

/10

Walk 6.50 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Correct behind.  Little nervous - stiff, not covering enough ground.

/10

Trot 7.00
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Stiff in front.  Not engaging hind enough.

/10

Canter 6.00
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Stiff; too flat in front; not engaging hind enough.

/10

Total 61.50 80 points maximum

Average 7.69 Total points divided by 8.

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  16.04 hands        163          cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 75.98 inches        193        cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.8 inches        19.8      cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 7.50 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed Good Shagya (? Cannot read writing)

/10

Head 7.00
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Little long

/10

Neck 7 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Could be better arched & have more muscle/better developed

/10

Body 8.00
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Good pronounced withers; good topline; little long back; good back end

                   Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 

NAME OF HORSE:     H. WineGlass Soave               PShR-08-3004           Tag #  13

            2013 INSPECTION           

Geneseo, IL                     April  6-7, 2013

SHAGYA SPORTHORSES

Good pronounced withers; good topline; little long back; good back end.
/10

Legs 8.00
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Well developed - strong - joints; good hocks, knees, cannon

/10

Walk 8.00 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Good

/10

Trot 7.50
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Stiff - better when free. Rhythm.  Not enough activity with hind - not using

/10 back & hind quarters.

Canter 7.00
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Little stiff.  Good ground covering.  Not using enough back & neck.

/10

Total 60.00 80 points maximum

Average 7.50 Total points divided by 8.

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  16.19 hands        164.47          cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 75.13 inches        190.82        cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.5 inches        19.05      cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 7.00 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed Well balanced; well developed

/10

Head 6.50
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Could have more expression. Little Roman nose.

/10

Neck 7 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Could have more muscles

/10

Body 7.00
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Well developed shoulder and withers Hindquarters not developed enough

                   Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 

NAME OF HORSE:     HS. WineGlass George               PShR-09-3006           Tag #  14

            2013 INSPECTION           

Geneseo, IL                     April  6-7, 2013

SHAGYA SPORTHORSES

Well developed shoulder and withers.  Hindquarters - not developed enough
/10 to match body

Legs 7.50
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Strong hocks, knees, strong.  Little close behind

/10

Walk 7.50 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Little too much on forehand, ground covering.  Little close behind

/10

Trot 7.50
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Little on forehand

/10

Canter 7.50
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Good covering ground

/10

Total 57.50 80 points maximum

Average 7.19 Total points divided by 8.

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  15.94 hands          162           cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 79.13 inches         201           cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.83 inches          19.9         cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 7.00 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed Strong/good body.

/10

Head 7.00
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Not so expressive eye.

/10

Neck 7.50 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Nice, well arched; could be a little longer.

/10

Body 8.00
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Nice & strong; good topline Little downhill Good proportions; strong

                   Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 

NAME OF HORSE:     H. Tiszta 4            PShR-00-3001          Tag #  15

            2013 INSPECTION           

Geneseo, IL                     April  6-7, 2013

SHAGYA SPORTHORSES

Nice & strong; good topline.   Little downhill.  Good proportions; strong
/10 hindquarter.

Legs 7.00
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Strong, good joints & angles.

/10

Walk 6.50 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Not covering enough ground; little stiff.  Little toe in.

/10

Trot 6.00
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Little close behind.  Not using back - little stiff.

/10

Canter 6.00
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Not extending enough - stiff.

/10

Total 55.00 80 points maximum

Average 6.88 Total points divided by 8.

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  15.55 hands           158          cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 73.23 inches         186            cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.44 inches        18.9            cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 7.00 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed Nice type

/10

Head 7.00
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Good; little long

/10

Neck 7.50 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Long enough, good arch.

/10

Body 7.00
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Well developed chest & shoulder; back a little long loin deep hindquarter OK;

                   Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 

NAME OF HORSE:     H. WineGlass Syrah            PShR-05-3002          Tag #  16

            2013 INSPECTION           

Geneseo, IL                     April  6-7, 2013

SHAGYA SPORTHORSES

Well developed chest & shoulder; back a little long, loin deep, hindquarter OK;
/10 back muscles - need to be better.

Legs 5.50
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Pastern too straight; not enough cannon bone - not massive enough, little long.

/10 (reason of all the rest)  Front legs - close at knee.  Close at hock.  

Walk 6.00 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Good form; hocks a little close.  Not free/ground covering enough.

/10

Trot 6.00
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Movement too tight; stiff.   Uses hocks well.

/10

Canter 6.00
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Stiff.  Movement not going through the body.

/10

Total 52.00 80 points maximum

Average 6.50 Total points divided by 8.

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  15.35 hands        156             cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 71.26 inches        181             cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.2 inches       18.3             cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 8.50 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed Elegant, charming.  Nice type.

/10

Head 8.00
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Little dish, pretty.

/10

Neck 8.00 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Could be longer, but good; good proportion.  Nice.

/10

Body 8.50
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Nice well proportion topline developed hind quarters

                   Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 

NAME OF HORSE:     SA Te Jat                  PShR-98-1033                          Tag #  21

            2013 INSPECTION           

Geneseo, IL                     April  6-7, 2013

SHAGYA-ARABIAN GELDING

Nice, well proportion, topline, developed hind quarters.
/10

Legs 6.50
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Not enough cannon - too light/elegant; should be more.  Front legs close.

/10

Walk 6.50 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Very good behind.   Some stiffness - not covering ground; needs to relax.

/10

Trot 7.00
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Little stiff.

/10

Canter 6.50
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Little short - not covering enough ground.

/10

Total 59.50 80 points maximum

Average 7.44 Total points divided by 8.

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  15.75 hands         160.00            cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 75.98 inches         193               cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.36 inches          18.7              cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 7.00 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed Good looking sporthorse.

/10

Head 7.00
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Good; not so expressive.

/10

Neck 7.00 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Long enough, but not enough arch, lower set.

/10

Body 6.50
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Good but slight rise at loin Shoulder angle a little straight

                   Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 
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SHAGYA-ARABIAN GELDING

Good but slight rise at loin.  Shoulder angle a little straight.
/10

Legs 7.00
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Strong with good knee & hock; a little behind at knee; little light cannon; little close in 

/10 front.

Walk 8.00 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Very good - covering ground, using back, rhythmic.

/10

Trot 8.00
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Little on forehand - needs more engagement from behind.  Trot better free.

/10

Canter 7.00
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Hind legs under; good activation/working - could use back more.  Still a little on

/10 forehand - not moving through body.

Total 57.50 80 points maximum

Average 7.19 Total points divided by 8.

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  15.75 hands           160          cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 71.26 inches          181           cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.8 inches          19.8            cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 7.00 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed No comment

/10

Head 7.00
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Profile - could be more straight, more expressive.

/10

Neck 7.00 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Could be longer with better arch & more muscling.

/10

Body 7.00
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Good shoulder; nice wither; back a little long; slight rise at loin topline not straight;

                   Performance Shagya-Arabian Registry 
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SHAGYA-ARABIAN GELDING

Good shoulder; nice wither; back a little long; slight rise at loin - topline not straight; 
/10 hindquarter not developed with rest of body.

Legs 6.50
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Muscles above hock - not enough; cannon OK.  Good hoooves.  Front legs close.

/10

Walk 7.50 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Correct behind; good rhythm, covering ground.   Could be more engaged. Close in front.

/10

Trot 7.00
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Not using whole body.

/10

Canter 6.50
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Not moving through - not using whole body.  Not using hind end enough

/10

Total 55.50 80 points maximum

Average 6.94 Total points divided by 8.

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  15.06 hands        153           cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 74.02 inches        188           cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.32 inches        18.60        cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 7.00 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed No Comment

/10

Head 7.50
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Nice, could be more expressive.

/10

Neck 7.00 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Long enough; could have more arch.

/10

Body 7.50
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Nice shoulder; back a little deep Good proportions but needs to be a little more
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SHAGYA-ARABIAN GELDING

Nice shoulder; back a little deep.  Good proportions, but needs to be a little more 
/10 elegant & longer.

Legs 7.50
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Nice; strong bone, could be more elegant; good proportions.  Very correct behind.

/10 LF a little toe in.

Walk 7.00 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Good rhythm, covering moderate ground.  Hind quarters a little high.

/10

Trot 7.00
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Needs a little more elasticity.  Little on forehand.  Not engaged enough behind.

/10

Canter 6.00
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
A bit downhill/heavy on forehand; could cover more ground.  Some stiffness; needs

/10 more activity of joints.  Too stiff - energy not going through body.

Total 56.50 80 points maximum

Average 7.06 Total points divided by 8.

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria



HEIGHT  15.94 hands       162            cm  (1 hand = 10.16 cm) 
GIRTH 74.02 inches       188           cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    
CANNON   7.72 inches       19.6        cm (1 inch = 2.54 cm)    

Type 8.00 Appearance of a beautiful, elegant & harmonious riding horse.  Distinct gender specific characteristics.
Gender & Breed Good frame; nice type.  Charming.

/10

Head 8.00
Small, defined, dry & expressive.  Can be slightly concave or straight. Eyes large & wide apart. Nostrils 
expressive. Throatlatch wide.
Nice; could be a little more expressive.

/10

Neck 7.50 Long noble riding horse neck, fine throatlatch, light neck with an arched crest is desirable.
Good, but could be better arched; a bit more muscled; transition to chest could 

/10 be better.

Body 8.00
Long shoulders, slope blends into withers & back.  Medium length back, close coupling, well-muscled with 
elastic movement.  Croup slightly sloped and long.
Nice topline well developed chest & hip; good shoulder angle; loin a little loin
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Nice topline, well developed chest & hip; good shoulder angle; loin a little loin.
/10

Legs 7.50
Should be dry, well muscled & exhibit distinct joints. Smooth transition into the cannon bone.  Pasterns elastic 
and medium length. Well shaped hooves in proportion to the horse.
Good legs & hooves; strong.  LF toe in; little close.

/10

Walk 7.50 Rhythmical, regular 4-best with active, relaxed & ground covering stride.
Correct behind; good ground covering walk.  Good rhythm; not "clear" in front - a little

/10 close.

Trot 7.50
Rhythmical, regular 2 beat diagonal stride with energetic forward motion at acceleration.  Distinct impulsion.  
Ground covering with momentum & elasticity and noticeable hovering phase.
Good use of hindquarters; could use whole body better.   Good covering ground;  

/10 would like to see more knee activity - more expression in front.

Canter 7.00
Rhythmical, regular 3 beat stride in correct sequence.  Exhibit diligent, powerful, magnificent movement with 
momentum & elastic uphill carriage.
Not as good as trot.

/10

Total 61.00 80 points maximum

Average 7.63 Total points divided by 8.

JUDGES:  Dr. Walter Huber, Germany and Svetlozar Kastchiev, Bulgaria
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